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The Tar-Baby is the second of the Uncle Remus stories published in 1880; it is about a doll made of tar and
turpentine used by the villainous Br'er Fox to entrap Br'er Rabbit.The more that Br'er Rabbit fights the
Tar-Baby, the more entangled he becomes. In modern usage, tar baby refers to a problem situation that is
only aggravated by additional involvement with it.
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Tar Baby is a novel by the American author, Toni Morrison, first published in 1981.The New York Times
reviewer wrote of it: "...Toni Morrison's greatest accomplishment is that she has raised her novel above the
social realism that too many black novels and women's novels are trapped in. She has succeeded in writing
about race and women symbolically."
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(uncountable) A black, oily, sticky, viscous substance, consisting mainly of hydrocarbons derived from
organic materials such as wood, peat, or coal.Â· Coal tar.Â· (uncountable) A solid residual byproduct of
tobacco smoke. (slang, dated) A sailor, because of their tarpaulin clothes. Also Jack Tar. (Can we find and
add a quotation of Jonathan ...
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How to Remove Tar From Skin. Getting tar on your skin can be a literal and proverbial pain. You might think
that you can only get tar on your skin doing construction or home repair work. But you can also get tar on
your skin from things...
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Potrace(TM) is a tool for tracing a bitmap, which means, transforming a bitmap into a smooth, scalable
image.The input is a bitmap (PBM, PGM, PPM, or BMP format), and the output is one of several vector file
formats. A typical use is to create SVG or PDF files from scanned data, such as company or university logos,
handwritten notes, etc.
Peter Selinger: Potrace
Provided for client use by The Midwifery Group, Vancouver, BC, www.midwiferygroup.ca This information is
not intended to substitute for the trained guidance of your caregiver.
Breastfeeding â€“ The First Three Weeks - The Midwifery Group
Chronology 105 1975 Curates 11 in New York, a black womenâ€™s show held at the Womenâ€™s Interarts
Center. Begins to do art performances with masks and costumes. Creates her first stuffed figures, Zora &
Fish (bagman and woman), and the first portrait masks of The Harlem Series, which includes Adam Clayton
Powell Jr. and Martin Luther King Jr. Develops
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Follow me at @JohnRossMD. Americans are confused about electronic cigarettes. A recent poll showed that
the public was about evenly split between those who thought that electronic cigarettes, or e-cigarettes, were
less harmful than conventional cigarettes, and those who believed that e-cigarettes were as bad as or worse
than regular cigarettes. ...
E-cigarettes: Good news, bad news - Harvard Health Blog
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Executive Office of the President Office of National Drug Control Policy February 2003 Street Terms: Drugs
and the Drug Trade The ability to understand current drug-related street terms is an invaluable tool for law
enforcement, public health, and other criminal
Street Terms: Drugs and the Drug Trade
The National Wildlife Federation brings nature to life in the pages of our publications, inspiring people of all
ages and reading levels to develop a deeper relationship with our natural world.
Magazines | National Wildlife Federation
4. Since the concentration of the gases in the blood and the alveoli are not equal, there is a concentration
gradient which causes the diffusion of CO2 from the blood to the alveolar air and of O2 from the alveolar air
into the blood. This process obeys Fickâ€™s law and is known as gas
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